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Fourier tran3forms for
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of free wave spectrum
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of free wave spectrum
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complex conjugate of H
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dimensionless circular
wave number in direc-
tione
fundamental wave number
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wave number ~
~ine component of wave
number ~
unit vector normal to
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ABSTRACT

The paper provides an 'evaluative sur-
vey on matnem~tical models which are under-
lyine tl1e current rnethods for determining
wave r~~istance through wave pattern mea-
surements. Emphasis i3 on elucidatinG im-
plicit a33umptions rather than analytical
derivations. Special weight is ßiven to
aucn problems which are still open for fu-
ture research. Some comments are made to
questions related to the decay of the
'Iocal' wave field.

Resistance

Fourier transform of p(x)
q(x), respectively
two measurable quantitiee
wave resistance

polar coordinates with
respect to origin
distance of flow point
from source point
diatance of flow point
from image point of source
control surface
function of u
time
ship speed
flow component in horiz.,
lateral and vertival dir.
dimensionless circular
wave number induced in
y-direction
discrete value of u in
tank of finite width
dimensionless circular
wave number induced in
x-direction
lonr.itudinal component of
horizontal wave force
transverse component of
horizontal wave force
coordinate in direction
of motion of ship
horizontal coordinate po-
sitive to portside
vertical coordinate posi-
tive upwards
flow point
Kelvin angle
wave elevation
partial derivatives of t;
direction of wave propa-
iiation
wave number
fluid density
wave frequency
perturbation potential
components of perturba-
tion velocity
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As long as man has used naval trans-
portation, he must have observed that
moving floating bodies make waves, which
reflect in some way part of the effort
necded to keep a vessel advancin~ in the
dcsired direction. Uut it was not earlier
than 25 years a~o that intercst awakened to
determine the power supplicd to the wave
pattern from the ship quantitatively
throuGh evaluating the wave patterngeometr~

~xploratory enterprise came up in this
country [1) and in France (2) around 1950,
but it was the truly pioneerinG work of
Prof. Inui which cleared the soil for the
second, more rational phase of research.
iie prcsented his achievements at the - I
may now say historical ~ 18th meeting of
the "li-5 panel" - that is the ship-wave
committee of the American Society of Naval
Architects - and this worked like an igni-
tion spark for world wide simultaneous
research.

The timing for the first international
seminar on wave rcsistance theory in 1963
was just appropriate to have the attendance
confronted with about ten different methods
of wave analysis already. This set signal
for the next phase, which meantsynoptical
analysis and generalisation together with
systematic asses&oent of practical expe-
rience. Thus the variety of different
approaches could be tied to and re-derived
rrom common mathematical models.

It would be premature if I claim that
this phase is facins its completion alread~
but I feel that meanwhile so much progress
is evident that we are under an almost
compulsary need to have the state of the
art presented here and to be discussed
cooperatively by potential experts. This is
in particular so with respect to rapidly
increasinc demands facing the naval archi-
tect for most accurate prediction of power-
ing requirement of ships.

~y role to give an overall report on
wave analysis theory within this seminar is
made easier in so far as four well-arranged
surveys on current theoretical development
are'already available: One [3} by Eggers,
Snarma and Ward (1967, referred to as ESW
in the sequel), one (1969) by Ikehata [4]-,
one (1973) by Wehausen l5J and finally one
(1975) by Gadd t6] within the report of
the ITTC Resistance Co~~ittee. I take the
liberty to assume that you had opportunity
to stuuy at lca~t one of above papers so
~hat I can conccntrate on certain particu-
lar aspects wnich - I feel - have not been
trcateu with ade~uate weicht so far.
Apart fro~ reportinc what has been achieve~
I intcnu to com~ile material which still
has to ce evaluated and completed, in order
to find cross-correlations and to show gaps
Where further research is needed. For this
purpose, I have built up a bibliographical
appendix. Its aim is to update the litera-

ture given in ESW to cover all papers
somehow related to problems of wave analy-
sis since 1967. ~efere~ces to this appendix
are made in standard form, i.e. by author
and "year of publicatior1 as is u3ed in the
bibliographical work of Wehausen and in
I::SW.

One basic assumption of all wave ana-
lysis methods is that viscosity is neglec-
ted "in'the following sense:

(i) There should be no vorticity where
measurements are taken.

(ii) Any attenuation of waves off the
ship due to vi:;cosity is neglected
(this is justified throuch investi-
gations of Nikitin (1965), Cumber-
batch (1965) and Brard (1970) ).

Another tacit implication is that wavc-brea-
king resistance, thou~h orieinatine from
eravity effects, can neither be measured
nor detected by wave analysis. This questi-
on toeether with interaction of resistance
components has been analysed by Wehausen
[5] and in more specialworks of ßaba [7],
Brard (8)',Landweber [9]) Sharma (10) and
',ojeinblum (11) .

1. MODELS OF WAVE FLOW

Any deviation of the water surface from
its state-of-rest position represents some
positive amount of potential energy, which
may be evaluated directly from the wave
pattern geometry. Due to the associated
fluid m 0 t ion ,however, there must
be also kinetic energy. And the wave re-
sistance," in which we are finally inter-
ested, results from the lengthwise compo.
nent of total energy transport. The group
velocity, which ~overns this process,
depends on wave lencth of individual com-
ponents. Hence it can not be expected as
sugcested by Korvin-Kroukovsky (12) that
there is a direct relation between poten-
tial energy of some area under obseration
and the resistance of the ship creating it,

We can consider some modeb for the
flow manifested throuch the wave pattern
and derive wave resistance as function of
the flow components. Inserting then rela-
tions between flow and wave elevation, we
are aiminc to express wave resistance
through characteristics of the wave ~eome-
try only. This is actually possible for
several models of wave flow, which "in turn
Cive reasonable approximations to the
actual flow related to the wave pattern,
at least away from certain domains close
to thc ship, where "local waves" can not
be disre~arded. This restriction comes up
because these flow models can be acceptcd
only under special assumptions. We menti-
oned already that there should ce no
vortici~y; hence a velocity potential q
can be ~ntroduced such that flow compo-
nents 'U,'I1,'I.J may be expressed as its
partial derivatives. It is further
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necessary to require the smallness of wave
elevation

$"
and flow components C{'./q>~/Cf:r.

in such a sense th~a linearised free sur-
face condition can be assumed to hold o~
the undisturbed free surface.

1.1 Sxpression fer the Total Wave Pattern
(.lnclucinr: ..ear-F.leld i::ffects)

Let ustake a standard coordinat~
system to describe waves and the flow. The
plane z=O is the undisturbed free surface,
the positive x axis is in the direction
wnere the ship advances steadily with speed
U, and z is positive upwards. We shall not
coromit ourselves to take a speciric choice
of oriGin recardinC y, unless a symmetry
plane y=O can be found. The position of the
,coordinate origin regarding x is arbitrary
in so far as it will not influence in
General the quality of approximations usea;
there is a special situation, however, in
connection with Kelvin wave patterns 1.3.

Any arbitrary wave pattern z= ~ (x,y)
with sufficient decay at infinity will
ndmit then a ßlobal double Fourier inteßral
representation regarding x and y. Antici-
pating later insicht, we shall separate some
particular denominator from the Fourier
spectral function ana set

1
[ Jl

:J(u,w) eik,W'''ik.uy!;;Ca.y)-~ Im w'-~ w dw du
J(ja)

Thus the wave field is Governed by
some "Kocnin function" J(u,w) which is in
eeneral eomplex. It is convenient - or more
instruetive - to express ~ through polar
coordinates in the x-y ana u-w plane equi-
valently aa

I
[ ;

-

/
" H(k 0) .<=0

'..(0...)

]
,.( )

-H".
1m

'_-'''-'0
ci_aB

(lb)

(la) ana (lb) are then interlinked
through the syatem of relations,

x = Rcos~ w = keose dudw =
y

= Rsin'" u = ksinS J (u,w) =

kdkd0

H(k,e)~

(lb) i3 in close eonformity with the
notation introdueed by Eaveloek ~3] ana by
Kochin [::'4] . 'rleshall write down our
results in both notations simultaneously if
consiuered helpful for better understanding.

Tne evaluation of (la) ne ar the line
w = .: :.;(u) ;; U1t-~-;")/2)'lt (or the

-2ovaluationof (lb) near the line k = cos G)
must be performeu in terms of complex inte-
l;ration in ~uch a manncr that no far-field
"~VCG appcar für x po~itive. No special con.
nidcr~~ionn ~oulu be requircd if J(u,s(u»)
rcnp. ji('eoa-~G, G) were iuentica11y zero.
lr. thi::> easc 7 (X,y) deGenerates to a "wave
frec" wavo pattern. In fact, it is on1y ~he

one-variab1e "der;enerated Kochin function"
J(u,s(u) which determines the far-fiele
and thus the wave resistance Rw. But there
is no method avai1able to determine Rw
from a wave field described through (1).
It is a fortunate circumstance that a1-
ready not too far from the ship (1) may be
fair1y well replaced by much.simpler
expressions found from (1).

1.2 Wave Patterns reoresented through
Sinr,le-Inter,ral Expressions or
throuch a Ser.les

For regions sufficient1y fa~ behind
the ship (Le. for x = xb« 0) we may

-1deduce from (1) up to terms of order O(Xb )
..

~ (x~,y) -
"T.'k. J {F (u) ~jnk. (5(U)UUY)

-..
+ G(...)~k.(.(...)X1'U~)

1
du

(2a)
wi th G(u) +iF(u) - ;::(~/_IJ(1A,5(1A!)

In polar notation this leads to

50(Rio,"') ..
~.

l-t
{ f (e) ,i" (k.co;' eR..co~(6-..»)

-f l' 9 (e) C~(k.cos«6Rlocos(fh'») } da

wi th
'3

(6) l' iflG) - i ,"06-. f) H (co,-' 13,(7) (2b)

(2b) makes clear that this is a repre-
sentation of ~ through a continuous system
of plane waves ("free waves") with wave
number k ranr;ing from ko to infinity and
anGle of propagation e against x axis
between -TC/2 and iL/2.

If the ship is mo"ing in a canal .with
vertical walls alonf,y = + b/2, the expres-
sion analoGue to (2a) - as-well as to (la)

'-

can be derived by eva1~ating the u-integra-
tion in the sense of a trapezoidal rule
with a step width Ll.u= 2'[ /ko b. We then
obtain (up to O(x~l»

,

~(x./y) _2- f {
F(IJ~) .sink.('(IJ.)x~u~J)k. .,...

T G (1.1.) C05k. (5 (1.1.)XT IA~Y)} AIJ

with LI .. \>.lIL4 Oa)
\>

Inserting GCu
,')

+ IF(u,) -4i:Co,'O.
{ 'o~) 't' if(e~) }

.
,+ 5in'O, 9 )

we have the polar representation

t; (A ) -+ ~
{ f(e.) ,," (k,co"'0.R.'05(9 ~. ...-
+ 9(0.) '0' (..cO"O.R.coo (o.oooj)

$7\"'0',' D".
"tb (h-;in'O.) Ob)

We obtain (2a), (2b) from Oa), (3b)
reversely with b tending to infinity,
hence Au - du.
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t2a) 1s the basis for the so called
"transverse cut" wave analysis methods.
(3a) is the startinß point for the matrix
mcthod of HOßben (1972) and for the
"multiple 10nßitudinal cut" mcthod of Moran
ami Landweber (1972) ,'..Je i,i.lVe for simplicity
assumed here that the wave pattern is sym-
metric to the plane '1=0, accordincly we
-musttake F(\)L!.u)= F(-\>L!.u), G(\)A~) =
G (-" 6\.1).The velocity potential associated
to (2a) is

cr.lx,1,z) - ~~~.l
{- I'

(1.1) cos k. (511.1)."
"y)

+ 6 (1.1),in k. (a(u)x+
"y)

} :(~)
(4 )

from which the expression for finite tank
width can be derived following above rules.

Considering now 'unrestricted water
again, but taking Y=Yc sufficiently larce,
we mal approximate t;- 1'+'i& up to order
O(Yc. ) by

1
f

- ,

{

(5a~
$;, (iI,;1.)

- T'ii; wV...'-f
C(w)cosk.w (u V"'-I

y,)

t

+ ,(...)sink.w (UVWI_I' Yc)}dw

with
C(w)+iS(w)_e-iko)(h,'"),, (G(,,)

+ i1'(1.1)/'+IA
j u~

"'''''''-1

,

~ (e y)
- -..!- Im

{ J
Cr(w) ..,s.(...)

öko {J=Wi' Iv.1

}· " ~k:. w {1=WI
es dw

· (5h)
We shall give a corresponding polar

representation only for ~, as it displays
an analogy to (2b), thoueh with different
upper limit of .integration,

~.(R,.") - ~. [ {(Ce) 5;" (k.coi'aR. c~le.,,»)
-I (Sc)

.. 9 (e) cos (k.co;'() R, co, (o ))} c1t;1

It was outlined in ES~ that for each
method of wave analysis just one particu-
laI' wave flow model is pertinent. The ap-
proximate basis for "longitudinal cut"
wave analysis is (5a). It is certainly true
tha~ (2a) could serve as an approximation
as well for x sufficiently large, and
Havloc:':'s "variable integration limit"
f.iodel(ESW p. 143) is valid in a formal
sensc under roughly the same restrictions
as ()aJ.uut only ()a)leads to a consistent
result. perhaps due to being "uniformly
varia" in a certain sense along a cut

Y=Yc'

It necds some pondering to understand
tne joint action of the two componcnts ~,
ana I:i& . Wherc-as /;, ,ar;ain is a sy~tcm of
free aves, the components of '7&

dlsplay
non-oscillatory decay with increasinßIYcl.
~ith (1) civcn, C(w), S(w), C2(w), S2(w)
depend clearly on the choice 01' y-coordi-
na te oriCin, as does thc value 01' Yc' But
for y = 0. ~z - though convercent- can
not be con~iaered part 01' some "local dis-
turbance" in so far as it contributes to
far-field waves with x tendin~ both to plu&

and minus infinity; so does ~, in this
case. hn asymptotic analysis snows that
for x positi ve . '1:i2 rina11y cance 11s 17,
- the ranF,eof value C2(W) and S2(w) für w
less than 1 i~ irrelevant - wher~as for x
tondin::: to minus infini ty, 1;;&duplicates ',:,.
If, howevcr, y isnon~cro, no far-ficld
contributions rrom !=~ ean be found with I xl

approachin~ infinity (Stoke's pheno~enon
of mathematical physics).

1.3 Slowly Varyinr,Wave Trains, Kelvin
Patterns ln oartlcular

If to (2) - or to (5) in case ~tO-a
second asymptotic evaluation is performed.
a representation of ~ is found with no
waves outside som~ wed~e-shaped rer-ion
x < 0, Iy/xl ~ 1/18, whereas for each point
of this re~ion two systems 01' wave ~trans-
verse" and' "diverc;ent") are present. whose
characteristics '3eand 0 depend on space
coordinates x and y, or R and ~ if we
use polar notation. Explicitly we obtain

1.1 . 2 .
~ (R,.> -"'k: V 1(R' 1- '311"',,'

~ ."' e . -H (
"

e. e ) ;1c.,,{"j)II-{"i ~
L..J cOoS 1

,OS
I' J CI

j'l (6a)
degenerating to

\;(n)
_ -.!..m, . k. V T:R

for 0(
= .:.'ii:, x =

of

Re {H'(1,e)ci(ko"'O)/I.1tM}

(6b)

-R. with 6,,0z as roots

(7)

This is the condition of stationary
phase. In case of deep water. we have

9C (0)
- k. coi'

f)
,

so that
+ cot (:}

(8)

0,,02 are roots of coto( + 2 tanG

= 0. i.e.

ton D,.v -
i { - cut" :t.jc.ot'" - 8'} (9)

and thereby tan 0,
'-

1/ 1/2
'-

tan °2, In ease
that (8) does not hold, e.g. for finite
depth h, factors of (6a), (6b) will be
different.

It should be observed that in case ~
depends on e solely - in particular
under (8) - for each of above wave systems
the locus of constant e (andthuscon-
stant '2>e), the so called "characteristic
curves",comes out as strair,ht lines, radi-
atinc; from the origin within the wedte
domain. A system of curved "wave crests"
may be construeted by eliminating

°
from

two equations (7) and

R9C(e) co, (0 ) - nii: n. 1,2.L. (10)

as shown by Hocner [15J in the special
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ease (8). Wave erests are thus envelopes to
a parametrie manifold of plane waves.

It is easily seen that the approxima-
tion (6) to tne wave pattern depends essen-
tially on the coordinate origin throur,h
whieh Rand oc are determined. If \'ie~e-
place x by x=x+~x, y by y=y+~y and thus R

by H= ';X~T:/,
'"

by Ci =aretan y/'X,we can
expeet that the funetion (Ga) may be of
quite different eharaeter if vf>x' +Ayf is not
small eompared to R - i.e. far away - and
that this chanee eannot be eompensated
through seleetin[; anothcr funetion H( eos7e,Sl

Only intuitive arguments are at hand
for optimal sclection ~fAx (and of ~y if
no syn~etry arguments ean be used). For
most praetical applications, at least when
eonsiderinG waves eenerated alon~ the fore
body, the fore perpendicular is takewas
oriGin. This may be justified through the
fact that for a discrete pressure point 10-
~ated in the plane z=O the peak of the
wedge, wherein waves oecur, coineides ae-
tuaIIy with the Iocation of the pressure
point. This is substantiated throueh nume-
rieal calculation (Ursell '(1960a»). How-
cver, for submerGed sources it is knownthat
their wave pattern may be imaeined as cre-
ated by some distribution of pressure
points over the cnt~re plane z=O with maxi-

~ above the sinGularityl

If we have to analyse a (symmetrie)
wave pattern which was obtained throußh ex-
periment, it may be temptin~-starting from-
a transverse profile at x=x say - to find
values ~y~as limits of an iRterval -y~y'y*
such that ~(xb,y) vanishes outside this
ranbe; then 6x could be defined in such way
tnat ly"/XbTt.X/- I/Vö. But such a proeedu-
re ia not only inaecurate for a measured
profile: There is ample evidenee that in
general the inclination of boundaries to
the area where waves are observed is ex-
cessive elose to the fore body (Hoeben
(1972), Standine (1974)) with regard to the
value :1:/28" =aretan 1/i[d' prediet'edby
theory, whieh is aetually observed behind
the ship (Newman (1971». This is an ~ndi-
cation of obviously nonlinear meehanisms
invalidatinG results of the elassical li-
nearisea ship wave theory.

An analytieal tool for explaining this
phenomenon is available sinee Lighthili
(1967) and Witham provided the theory of
slowly varyinG wave trains. It applies to
r;onoenromi.1t:..c wavc f~el<1s - this term means
toat only onc plane wave is feIt in the vi-
cinity of each point - where in general the
relation betwcen wave number K and an~le o~
propacation G may be effected by inhomoge-
neities of the environmeNt. In order that
tne wave train may be ealled "slowly vary-
inc", it is required that variations.,

'e and the wave amplitude a can be deteeted
only on a scale comparable to several dis-

tances between wave erests. 80th the trans-
verse and the divergent components of a
Kelvin wave pattern (6) may be eonsidered
as special cases, where (8) holds. In this
ease no influence of the environment is
conaiuered, which otherwise may result from
nonuniformities (i) of avera~e wave ampli-
tude (ii) of ba3ic flow (for example due to
the presenee of wake) or (iii) of water
depth h .

There is a direct formal analogy (E~-
~crs (1974») between stationary ship wave
patterns A.ndunsteady disperse ~lave system
in one dimension; so that mutually corrcs-
ponding sets of symbols ean be freely cx-
ehanced. If unsteady wave systems are cha-
ractcriscd throueh (X,t,b,~ with x a3
spaee coordinate, t aa time, b as frequen-
ey~ ae as w~v7 r:umber,and C~r-oG"/3~as appro-
pr~ate def~n~t~on of ~roup veloeity, thc
eorrespondin[; parameter set is (x,y,m,L)
for a stationary ship wave pattern (Li~ht-
hi11 (1967», with m=2Csin0, L = ßecos e .
The "dispersion relation" m=m(.(.) is
~iven throuch m4:k:(m2+Z2) ir (8) holds.
Using this analogy, we may then say that
reeions of constant "frequeney" m "travel"
with "~roup veloc1ty" along curved charac-
teristic line in the x-y plane if the re-
lation between m and i is not dependent on
x and y.

Both causes (i) and (ii) will"be ef-
feetive near the ship. The influence of
finite wave amplitude Q is treated in
Lighthill's paper and in the work of Howe
(196e) tocether with experiments. The ac-
tion of basic flow non-uniformities has
been investieated by Longuet Hir;gins (1961)
by Urseil (1960b) and by Wijngaarden (19691
Their point is that small amplitude wave
perturbation - and thus linearisation in
partieular - should be applied to the,basic
flow (arround the ship) rather than to pa-
rallel uniform flow relative to the ship.
As far as non-uniformities of basic flow
must be considered small themselves due to
a thin ship assumption, this argument may
be inconsistent.

Relation between ~ and e generalising
(8) are subject to two requirements:
(i) The wave pattern must be stationary

with recard to a system fixed to the
ship

(ii) Waves travel with phase veloeity c
ar;ainstthe basic flow component nor-
mal to the wave front.

W~th basic flow components [-u+u,v,u} and
wHh e (ae,Q) =vg/w: (1+(~oJl)up to higher order
terms in a., we then must require that

(-,...\<) co, G ~ V ,it\ EI
!

{f' ( I + (~Q)' )~ (11)
instead of (8).

It is beyond the scope of this leeture
to touch the question how the ehani;.eof wave
pattern ean be found onca a profile along
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~he ship is ziven (Gee however the approach
made by Inui, Kajitani ana Okamura (1975»~
From the viewpoint .of wave analY5is,refer-
ring to result5 derived later, the'folloW-
ing insight is important:

(i) ~ven ir (8) i5 not valid elose to
the ship, '\A,'\r and

'"
will be small

enough for sufficiently rar away
,that this relation can be taken as a
starting point for wave analysis.
hut functions F(u), G(u), S(w), C(w)
need not to be derivable from some
clobal spectral function J(u,w).

(i1) It i5 only in case of one monochro-
matic wave train that the local flux'
of energy (or momentum) can be de-
termined from the associated wave
elevation directly. In general, only
integral effeets as the wave resi-
Gtance Rv or the wave spectrum
ll(cos.~e,0) can be determined. For
tne latter purpose , measurements for
one single longitudinal wave profile
will be found suffieient (see 2.3)
if (8) holds.

(111) ~t will be shown that the wave ana-
lysis method of Roy and Millard
(1971) is justified under assumption
of one monochromatic wave train sub-
ject to (8) rather than the more
eeneral wave model (5).

(iv) Ir h(cos.z 0,0) i5 not chanc;ing rapid"
ly with e for e elose to 0) then
sufficiently far behind the ship, >
i5 a slowly varying function of x
for y eonstant and the truncation'
eorrection proposed by Tanaka and
Adachi (1967) ean be applied.

1.4 Otner Wave Flow Models

Methoas ror predietinß ship wave
patterns based on ideas of Guilloton [16]
and refined recently by Gadd [17J, Standing
(1974), Dar,an (18J and j,oblesse [19] are
not explicity mentioned wit~in the pro-
~ram' of this seminar. But it seemG that
tila ~istortion of ,wave patterns found
through this type ,of approach - compared
to our moc1els (1), (2), (3) - has some-
thinc; in COlr,monwith the distortion of
characteristic lincs duc to non-uniform
basic flow as considerea under 1.3. We
should, however, observe that so far we
have rather artificially split up the flow
into a basic componcnt and a wavy one.
HesuiLinC from thc Guilloton's mcthod -
as well as from Wehausen's (20) treatment
of tnc snip wavc problem by La~ranf,ian
for~ulation - there i3 a di3tortion of the
total flow field from time-inteerated
~n of total flow. A~a no u~e i~ made
o~ semi-heÜ;istic eoncepts of wavc spread-
ing over non-uniform flow. A quantitative
com~ari30nof both types of approach
seems ueairable, but has not been achieved

so far.

It has been found out experimentally
.by Adachi (1974) that at least for a ship
with very long parallel middle body waves
generated near the bow fade off much faster
with increasing x distance than predicted
by the Kelvin wave pattern model (6). U5ing
the mathematical tcchnique of matched asym-
totie.expansions, Adaehi derived a flow
model whieh explains this behavior. But it
has obviously still to be 'clarified under
what conditioris and in whieh region his
model has to be applied. And it is not
elear how any type of wave analysis c~~ be
performed for determinimg resistance under
these circumstances.

2. SOME I~ET!lODS OF WAVE ANALYSIS

2.1 Wave Resistance defined via Momentum
Flux Integ;rals

There is a very general formula to
express Rv in terms of flow eomponents and
wave profile at some control surface 5 en-
elosing the ship and eutting the undistur -
bed free surface vertically along a closed
curve C ,

R..- 3t-,{,J='d.'J+ f ff (f{: +'1'; +f{n n"d.Slc s
- '311 'fx 'fn

ciS ( 12 )
s

The orientation should be taken such that
both dy along C and nx on 5 is positive
behind the ship, i.e. the normal veetor
n =- fnx,ny,nz} should be directed towards
the ship in our case. Thus it seems to be
desirable to express ~x'~Y/~~ on 5 in terms
of t;;, ';.", and ~ y along C . Even if 5 is

a vertical cylinder, this is possible only
in case of a single monochromatic wave
field under (8); for the other flow models
considered so far even the contribution to
(12) from vertieal integration eannot ba
found that way.

Let us take 5 as a rectangular cylin-
der generated through the intersection of
four lines

A: x=x)O, B: X=Xb<O, C: y=yc)O' D: y;Yd<O

Equation (12) simplifies then to

R"; - -}
J

~'d.:JTi/! (.,; +<f; -'f~) axay
... 6"'''

+ S fJ
.,,, 'r) d."tx

'-0
( 13 )

where in the double integrals vertical in-
tegration ranges from lower fluid bounda-
ries up to the wave profile.
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x(w,z)
,
.f Cf')((x',>'c,z) e ik.w.' eb'--n

v (w,z) _-2- J Cf, (x',>,c.')
ei'-........

cix'21C
-..

we must accordingly have

X(w,z) k w2z
= X(w,O)e 0 ,

Y(w,z) k w2z (20)
and = Y(w,O)e 0 ,

7

2.2 Transverse Cut Methods

Let us now in (13) either have Yc and

Yd tend to infinity - or let y =b/2,
y =-b/2 in ease of a tank withCwidth b.
?Ren there is no eontributio~s from C and
U to (13), and as that from A must vanish
for x suffieiently larGe, it must be zero
for afty xa ahead of the ship. We are left
witl)

R...~
f

!>'(xb,y) dy

+ f !! (Cf~ (x.,y,z) + er:-
G'n rI.'Jdz (14)

To our degree of approximation, it is
pertinent to drop the contribution of the
wave elevation to the z-intcgral. It is
thenpossiblc for flow models (2) and (3)
to expres3 R in terms of the functions
F(u), G(u) which in turn can be determined
from the wave profile alone B. Inserting
(2) or (3) into (14) we obtain

(l~a)

(15b)

withAu=2~/kOb in case of a ship amidst a
tank. (15) may be writen in sligtly dif-
ferent notation, valid then even for finite
water depth h. It reflects then a genera- .
lisation to three dimensions of Lamb's [2~
explanation of wave resistance as inerease
.of wave energy ahead of B minus energy
transport with group velocity component
normal to B:

R.. . .i~ :t (o.~'"b~) (1- ryco.'ey)
Z v ,

(16)

with al/=F(\?.1u)Au/ko' bl/=G(v.Au)Au/ko'
CosS,,=l/s(\?Au)

r"
. ~inn (e.,..h) ... (2 t<.h)

2 sinn (".h)

ratio of eroup

= veloeity to phase
velocity

where~" is the root of i\<?"s~(\?L\u)=kotanh('\h),

From (16) it ean be eoneluded that the
wave resistance associated with some wave
pattern (3) is smaller if the tank has
~hallow depth! Expressions for sidewise
unrestricted water follow through analogy
between Fourier integrals and Fourier
series. It is possible to find F(u) and
G(u)'from ~ and wave slope ~~ along B. In
praxi, several cuts are taken anc only
wave heilht is measured. Redundant data
serve to smooth out errors in the sense of
least square fit.

2.3 Lon~itudinal Cut Methods

If in (13) we let x tend to minu3 in-
finity, assuming symmetr7 of flow regarding
the plane y=O, we obtain

Rw-2'3J{q'xcryd.Zrl.X (17)

where the cdntribution cf the wave eleva-
tion to z-inte~ration may be also deleted.
We shall show that (17) can be evaluated in
terms of ~ or ~x or I?t alone; C.

If aglobaI representation (1) holds
for the wave pattern, it would do in prin-
ciple to use (15) and determine F(u) ~nd
G(u) from the profile via (5a). However,
though a longitudinal cut wave analyoi3
should lead to the same Rvaz (15), the
Fourier transforms S(w) and C(w) must not
neeessarily be connected to F(u), G(u) ob-
tained from a trans verse cut if non-linear
wave distortion effects ne ar the 3hip must
be expected. Discrepancies were actually
found in ESW. We shall therefore rat her
start from (17). It is remarkable that (17)
can be expressed through wave characteris~
tics alon~ C under two simple assumptions
for the flow in the plane y=y

c'
z < 0 namely

~ +k ~ =
0 (heat flow differential

xx 0 z equation) (18a)

and

'rxx+~yy+'fzz = 0 (Laplaceequation) (18b)

Due to (18), under very general conditions
~ and its derivatives may be expressed
through values along z=O, namely

( ).

_
V

k. ' ;
-.

er (K',yc,O) C
k. ~&

dy.'
1: 1.1 _..

-~ I 'f (><',Y&lO).j c COlwk.(X-X')

This means that the x-Fourier transforms
of

'f
and its der{vatives depend on z just

via a factor ek.W % . If we define

and through ParsevalI' s theorem we find from
(17)
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- .
R.. -. 2 :1.[ 'J'. '11

cll: cb

29 k. Re tji X(w.O) Y (-w,O) e''''-'' dz dw
1

gR. [ j x( o) y(-w.O)/W' dw
J

(21)
l._

At first ßlanee it may appear that we
have to determine X(w,O) illill Y(w,O) in
order to evaluate (21). However from (18b)
(and from reasoning that R~should eome
o~aitive) we may deduee that Y(w,O.) =

VW~-l'

J
-l X(w,O), or.more general, aa X(w,O)=

ko~ ~ (x'Ye) . e~kowx dx:

xx(w.o) · k.u_I $:. (x,Y.) e.ko c(~ - iwk.X(w,o).

- iWIt..r;r:1 x( o)

(22)

It ean be further seen that there is
no eontribution to (20) from the range
-l'-w"1. From (5) it is apparent that
X(w,z) should have a steep rise due to a
faetor 1/ ~ near w=1; this has been

verified experimentally by Ikehata and
Nowaza (1967). Chen (1973) observed the
analoGue in eaae of finite depth.

Now for optimum evaluation of (20)
one may ask i f !; or t;"or t; y should be
subjeet to measurement. This question was
investigated by Miehelsen and Uberoi (1971)
Who transformed (20) to inelude autoeorre-
lation functiona between these quantitiea
(see Gadd [6J).

'The requirement that the quantity to
be measured should deeay fast with x (to
keep reeords short and to avoid tank wall
reflect~on effeets) is eounteraeted by
the des~re to have the Fourier transform
intensity eoneentrated near w=l (i.e. long
waves). Lee (1969) eoneluded from numeri-
eal investigation that 5 ahould have be
preferred.

2.4 LonGitudinal Cut Methods for Tank Wave
:Oystems

. ~ransverse cut methods are permissible
ln qu~te narrow tanks in prineiple
provided there is ideal refleetion'alon~
toe walls. Dut there are two shorteomings
ofthcse methodes in eompense:
(i) Ir not taken simUltaneously, data

must be colleeted in 'a referenee
system moving with the ship.

(ii) Part of the wave profiles extends over
Qomain of the viseous wake where the
basie assumption of no vorticity is
invalided; furthermore the length-

wise basie flow component relative to
the ship will markcdly deviate from
-U there.

.

Por this rCflsons methods have been
devise<! for determining the coeffieicnts
al,) -"! F(UI,»tlu/ko and bl).e G(ul»Llu/ko from

a wave pattern (3a) up to some adequatc
limitl\) I- I>max from onc or more longi-

tudinal wave reeords of finite lenr,th. (We
should observe that even if a eut is
nowhere erossed by wake flow, the wave
profile will eontain eomponents whieh have
passed the.wake after being reflected at
the opposite tank wall if the rceord 1a
not short (i1aruo and I!ayaaaki (1972»,

For one eut only, having a proper
aidewise loeation y=y sueh that for

'1>'"e max
eoS ul>Yc (u\) = 2~I>/k~ is not too small (in
partieular for y =b/6 I) Eggers (1962)
suggested a atraIghtforward determination
through

if the reeord begins at x=x . Such proce-
dure should even eliminate ~ocal wave
components of monotonie decay.

Some exploratory numerical experiments
made clear that the above limiting proces8
shows poor convergence if applied to some
mathematieal wave profiles. This can be
understood from the faet that the set of
wave lengths ÄI> = 21r:!s(u,,) is too "dense"
asymptotically as to allow only one unique
expansion of a given continuos profile in
terms of free wave components (3a) over ~
semi-infinite domain [22J.

Landweber and Moran (1972) took this
problem up again and sueceded in deter-
mining the set of ay, by by the method of
least square fit to Fourier-integrals
over finite records. Their approach was
modified by Tsai (1972) with the aim of
reducing the sensibility of results re-
garding the choiee of longitudinal eut
loeation. He studied the influenee of eut
loeation, of re cord length and of V
within his numerical and experimentaTax
wor:<.

An independent path has been followed
by Hor,ben (1975) in refining his matrix
method (1972). With I> r,iven the set
of al,), b~ is determin~axn~w by'least
square fit to a set of pointwise wave
measurements along four lone;~tudinal cuts.
Both approaches have require of solvin~ a
system of linear equations so that thelr
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efficiency depends on numerical techniques
as weIl as instrumentation. Tsai proposed
a moae of combining iteration and elimina-
tion.

One may feel disturbed by one special
feature of above methods. Por a ßiven set
of more than 2" +1 data, Le. for measu-
rements with re~andancy, needed for a
icast square fit, any variation of ~
will in principle affect the determiW~~ion
of all a~, bv inc~udinG the lonG wave
components, - this does not occur in case
of transverse cut methods, where the data
set is selecteci "orthoGonal". This point
has been raised by Sharma in a discussion
,to HOGben and Standing (1974). - We should
admit, however, that the situation is not
basically different in case of lon~itudi-
nal cut methods described under 2.3 for
~idewise unrestricted water. Any extension
'of the record length for improved approxi-
mation of long wave components will in
reciprocity nere affect the high frequency
spectral range as well.

2.5 Ward's X-Y-Method and related Topics

If we could find two measurable quan-
tities p(x) and q(x) along the cut y:y
with Fourier transforms c

f
- ik wxP(w) = 1/2~ p(x) e 0 dx and

Q(w) : 1/2~j" q(x) eikowX dx

such that we have

X(w,O) Y(-w,O) : w2 P(w) Q(-w) (23)

then it is possible to express R,.,.in terms
efp (x), q (x) directly without any use of
Fourier transforms! Using Parsevall's
theorem in opposite direction. we obtain
trom (21) under (23)

-
K.. - s

f
p(.)9(')d.. (24)

--
One particular pair of such functions is

pe.)
-.1 er.. (x,y.,z) d.z 9(.)

-.j Cf")'
(x,y<,.) cL.

p(..)
- iWX(w,O)/w' G(w)-'iw,;;;:i'yCw,O)/w'

,., .
1 f I

(25)
Tn1S lS the rat10na e 0 Ward s X-Y-method.
tased on the approximation that forees
actinG on a vertical circular cylinder have
components proportional to ~xx(x'Ye'z) and

~xy(x.ye.z) in x- and in y-direction. It

r.ay be shown (private communications by
Öhdrma) that in some averaGe sense we even
h;:;.ve_ 0

r r
I I CI.

"'

y d.za.
J) . 1
A. .._ (26)

if -Xb is sUffieiently large ~ however.

this does not impll

tc.r x
Cfy dz

:-J <f
xx Cf'xy dZ/k~

under wave flow model (5) and (19). Sueh
cquivalence does, howcver, hold in a mono-
chrornatic wave field in the area behind
the ship where cosE) (x ,:I) is close to 1.

~hnrma found that by one- and two-
fold intceration of the wave elevation
!:: U/e;'rx and transverse wave s~ope

'~y: U/G~xy another pair of functions satis-

fing (22) can be found, namely

p(x) : k~ ~/.~x(X) dx dx
... ....

'q(x) : ko_J~ 'fXY(x) dx

certainly without sugeesting practical
application.

But there is one praetieal conclusion
whieh we may draw from our reasoning: If
we want to deterrr,ine wave resistance
through flow measurements - and usinG Laser
techniques this may be as simple as measu-
ring wave profiles - there is no need to
measure ~x or ~y at z:O, where we must

expect disturbances through wave troughs
where no fluid will be present. We can
mea3ure at one arbitrary depth z:zo< 0 and

still find Fourier transforms for z:O
through (20); analogue reasohing holds ror
transverse cut analysis.

If the water depth h is finite. most
of above eonclusions remain valid, but in
spite of (20) the influence of z on
Fourier transform is through a faetor :z
cosh ~ (z+h) I cosh(aeh)instead of el(ow Z
where ~ is the positive root of

kow2 : ~tanh (~h).

But it is obvious that Ward's X-Y-method
is no longer justified if h is small. Lon-
gitudinal eut wave analysis for finite
water depth has been investigated in
theory and experiment by Chen (1973).

°
As mentioned earlier, the quantity

J ~ ~ dz - i.e. the flux of moment um
_.. x y
through a vertieal line - eannot be ex-
pressed in terms of~, ~x and )';y in ease

of a flow model (19). But this i5 possible
in case of one single slowly varying wave
train.under (8)1 If we have ~ = ko cos2f)

.

assum1ng

'f f A (x.Y.)co: (. co:.0 . y,oif\0) +
, ,

+ f)(x,y,)
si"z(. Cl>Se+ Y<$inO) je'"



where A. B and ~are slowly varyine fune-
tions of x and y. 'oiemay approximate

R""
as

Rw ..
'j91 $>'(x.re) ~n(20(x.y,») eh (27)

This result may serve as a basis for
the wava analysis method proposed by Roy
and Millard (1971). It iSt however. not
evident how this formular eould be justi-
fied for more general wave patterns (5) or
at least for two monoehromatie systems
oeeur~nG simultaneously, as we must expeet
in ease of a Kelvin pattern. Even if diver-.
cent waves eould be disregarded at low
Froude numbers. an interaction of waves
from bow and from stern already invalidates
the underlying assumption. (It is eertain-
ly true that sufficiently behind the ship
Kelvin wave patterns from bow and from
stern add up approximately to one single
Kelvin pattern. for which the origin ean-
not be defind preeisely).

On the other hand. (27) may be genera-
lised to the case that the relation
between 1Ie and e is affectedthroughloeal
inhomoc;eneities as presented in (ll).provi-
ded the wave lenGth and thus 2t ean be
measured simultaneously with ~ and e . We
obtain the more general formula

~f we still can assume that the relation
between ~ and er x is

? (x'Ye) = U/g'fx(x'Ye'O).

~. CONSIDERATIONS ABOUT SOME SPECIAL TOPICS

3.1 On Decay of the Loeal Components in
'';ave Patterns

The error in wave analysis due to con-
tamination of records throuGh loeal-wave
eomponents has been investieated along two
lin~s. both reportea upon in ES~: .

(i) n~~erical experiments (recently ex-
tended by Lee (1969).

(ii) by cOlliparison of resistance obtained
from analysis alone different euts
(see also Ikehata and Nowaza (1967».

The numerieal evaluation of loeal
~:nw eomponents is admittedly tedeous.
aifferent Proude numbers require separate
calculations. Uot much has been done along
another line, i.e. ealculation of the
amou~t by which the differential operator
applied to

'f
leads to non-zero values.

Äpvliea to potentials (2). (3) and (5),

10

this funetional is a mapping on zero cven
for z unequal to 0, thus ~xx+~o'fz elearly

is a Oleasure for loeal-flow intensity.

Calculations are e:J::'yfor th::!t r:encratcd
by source distribution, as for asingle
sour ce potential G. sineular li%e inverse
distance i/I'. this operator leads to a
rational funetion, dependent on sReed only
through a linear faetor. We have [23]

Gxx+koGzz = (l/r + 1/r1)xx + ko(1/r-1/r1)z

where r1 is the distanee from the image

point with regard to z=O.

The ri~ht hand side falls off like y-3

(the first term even like y-s) sidewise,
and in ~n~~wise direction the deeay is
like x-3 . For distibuted sourees, inte-
Brating (29) through some quadrat ure for-
mula will display the same rates of decay.

A very simple eheck on local-wave
deeay ean be performed just by inspeetion.
at least if the ship is symmetric to the
main section. In this case linear theory
prediets a fore and aft symmetry of the
loeal wave elevation. This means that the
loeal wave profile alon~ a transverse eut
must equal the tQtal wave elevation alonG
the imace cut ahead of the ship, where no
free whvcs oceur. And the sidewisc decay
along the cut must be as weIl equal that
of the total waves on the imagc cut. -
It is true that for real ships part of
their form is distributed in antimetry to
the main section and the influence of
Froude number on source distribution will
spoil sueh symmetry anyway - but this
means only a slight modification to above
rule. .

More elaborate numerical investiga-
tions of loeal-wave influ~nce to trans-
verse eut wave analysis were reported by
Landweber and Tsou (1968).

3.2 Determination of "Equivalent Sin~ulari-
ty Systems" tram Vlave Analys~s Hesults

Classieal methods for deriving wave
flow and wave resistanee for a Given hull
form have one eommon feature: As a first
step ~ at least implicitely - a system of
sin~ularities (sources and sinks in gene-
ral) has to be determined which has to
stand on the ship's stead with recard to
her wave makin~. Considering shortcomings
of wave resistance theories. it may be
found tempting to try determining these
singularities tram observed patterns rather
than from the ship geometry data. Under
thin-ship assumptions. such singularities
depend on speed only throußh a linear fac-
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tor and .re not affecte~ by chanGe in water
depth.

One merit of such investiGations is
that toey show up limits of the ranc;e where
the underlyinc; hypotheses are sound (Eve-
rest and Ho~ben (1968» and where not. In
particular they may display invalidity of
linear wave models (without distortion) ir
they lead to sinc;ularities outside (ahead
of) the volurne displaced by the ship (Hog-
ben (1970». Hogben evaluated free waves
behind the ship for determinine; of equiva-
lent source arrays alonc; some lino in
lenc;thwise direction. In a broader sense
we should also mention hare measurements
cf waves (and flow) alongside the ship
usinß more general wave model (1) and
allowinc; greater freedom for the source
distribution. namely determining sources
all over the ship's center plane. This is
the approach of 110ri, Inui and Kaj itani
(1972) and Inui (1974).

Another motive for determinin~ source
distributions from wave pattern is to by-
pass the need to avoid local-flow effects
in the region where measurements are taken
(Sabuncu (1969) for transverse cuts, Baba
(1973) for longitudinal cuts) and thus
measure waves closer to the ship. For
'truneated longitudinal cuts this may lead
to some analytie continuation of the wave
profile to infinity (Ikehata and Nowaza
(1968» or of the speetral funetion towards
e

= 0 (Bessho (1969) derived therefrom).

With loeus of sinc;ularities prescribed
along a given line, their intensities may
eertainly be dctermined uniquely by
postulating least square fit to a given set
of data. Thus Sabuneu found that the wave
profile of one single transverse cut is
needed for determining equivalont (anti-
,symmetrie) sourees along the axis of a
'submerc;ed slender body of revolution.

However, we have seen earlier that
even with loeal waves disregarded there is
no redundaney loft if we have measured two
,transverse cuts or one lonGitudinal eut:--
If wav~s are polluted by loeal flow eompo-
nents, one should therefore expeet that
~ore data must be at hand, at least if ,we
~ould not anticipate that wave spectra
should be smooth and well behaved.

In case of a ship wave pattern, there
appears some arbitrariness in seleeting zo'
the depth of submerc;ence for sinc;ularities.
However, z governs the rate of exponential
deeay of F?u), G(u) with large u, and from
linear ship wave theory, no such docay can
be expeete~ for a floating ship. It may be
argued, nevertheless, that the ultimate
ranGe of divergent waves affected is un-
important for wave analysis anyway.

A more fundamental caveat aGainst such
equivalent source nrrays alonl. one line may
bc based on postulates of one-to-one cor-
respondance. Uessho [24J has shown that one
and the same far-field wavo pattern may re-
sult from vcry different systems of singu-
larities. This is alrcady obvious if wo
recall that a wave pattern (1) already
under the wea~ restriction J(u, s(u»=O
does not display any far-field waves, but
by no means nceds to be small. - It is evi-
dent that promoters of 'equivalent source
array' concepts are as well aware of all
limitations mentioned so far, we want to
make sure thnt thoir followers de.
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